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Executive summary
WANdisco Fusion is a LIVE DATA platform for big
data environments, helping to eliminate the risks
associated with cluster failure and helping prevent
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18 Oracle Sun x86 servers, InfiniBand switches, and
Ethernet connectivity to simplify implementation
and management, built for use with Cloudera
Distribution for Hadoop (CDH).

Oracle Maximum Availability Architecture guidelines aim to explain the best practices for the use
of Oracle and partner technology to minimize the complexity when designing high availability
systems. Oracle has collaborated with WANdisco to provide an architecture and features that
simplify high-availability for Big Data environments, and can be used for this purpose with Oracle
Big Data Cloud Service and Oracle Big Data Appliance.
WANdisco Fusion also interoperates with non-Oracle storage environments, including other
Hadoop distributions, object storage systems, generic file systems and network attached
storage platforms.

WANdisco Fusion

•

They provide limited Recovery Time Objective
(RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
outcomes, leading to unacceptable downtime
and data loss following an outage.

•

Utilization of standby hardware and other
infrastructure for disaster recovery is poor, as it
must remain in a read-only state until the active
cluster has an outage.

•

Inconsistencies between data across
environments require manual effort to resolve.

•

They offer inaccurate reporting and visibility
into operation.

•

Replication to more than one cluster or location
at a time is either impossible or impractical.

Oracle’s solutions streamline Big Data economics
with Hadoop configurations delivered as a secure,
automated, high-performance cloud service or in a

data loss while supporting active use of all clusters to

The Oracle Big Data Appliance and Oracle Big Data

pre-integrated rack that simplifies implementation

maintain highly economical operation. It is a unique

Cloud Service (a cloud-based version of Oracle

and management and significantly lowers the

solution that allows for selective data replication and

Big Data Appliance) can use WANdisco Fusion for

overall cost of ownership. Either environment

consistency across systems regardless of distance

continuous replication of selected data at scale.

can be fully integrated with existing enterprise

between sites. By recovering from system and

Data are available in every environment where they

data and are secure, comprehensive and

network failures automatically, WANdisco Fusion

are required, and can be read and written to any site

cost-effective.

removes the need for ad-hoc workflows and manual

while remaining consistent across all.

reconciliation of data inconsistencies with low-level

Oracle Maximum Availability Architecture (MAA)

disaster recovery, ingest data at multiple sites of

tools that can only copy files.

is Oracle’s best practices blueprint based on

origin, support arbitrary analytic workloads without

Use WANdisco Fusion to replicate selected data

proven Oracle high availability technologies,

affecting cluster capacity, or provide a mechanism

In contrast, WANdisco Fusion can provide multi-

among multiple big data systems, and verify that

recommendations and customer experiences. The

for backing up data off-site. As Big Data solutions

data center Hadoop replication at any geographic

they remain consistent regardless of where they are

goal of MAA is to achieve high availability for Oracle

require more of these enterprise service levels,

distance with significantly low RPO and RTO and

ingested or changed.

customers at the lowest cost and complexity.

organizations are moving to operations that span

the most relevant and up-to-date data. This is

With automated lifecycle management and one-

This paper provides guidelines for deploying,

multiple Big Data deployments.

achieved through its game-changing patented

click security, Oracle Big Data Cloud Service is

configuring, and managing WANdisco Fusion for

Out-of-the-box tools that implement periodic/

technology, which offers WAN-capable distributed

designed to optimally and securely run a wide

Oracle Big Data Appliance and Oracle Big Data

unidirectional time-based replication, or dual

consensus to provide a mechanism via which

variety of big data workloads and technologies while

Cloud Service.

ingest methodologies fall short of meeting

changes made in one environment can be

enterprise specifications.

replicated across all without conflict.

simplifying operations. Oracle Big Data Appliance

Single-site big data environments cannot provide

is a pre-integrated full-rack configuration with
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WANdisco Fusion MAA for Oracle

•

WANdisco Fusion operates a high-availability
architecture by default, with consensus performed
among peer nodes in an active-active manner. Each
of the service components deployed for Fusion can

•

The WANdisco Fusion client library that
is distributed to each data node in each
environment.

•

The administratively defined network of Fusion
servers, memberships and replication rules.

operate in a highly-available manner within a single
cluster, and the cooperation of these components
across a distribution of clusters supports a broader
level of high-availability that extends to the availability

The components deployed into a single Big Data
environment verify that all changes made to the file
system are replicated to and consistent with changes
made in other big data environments.

of the data managed by an entire cluster.
The WANdisco Fusion MAA architecture for Oracle
Big Data Appliance (BDA) and Oracle Big Data Cloud
Service (BDCS) consists of the following components:
•

WANdisco Fusion software installed in each
environment, operating as the collection of the
Fusion Service, Fusion IHC Service and
Fusion UI Services.

Two or more Oracle Big Data environments that
can be either a BDA rack or BDCS instance. Each
represents a separate zone, and these are joined
together through an induction process to allow
the creation of replication rules to define shared
portions of their underlying cluster file systems.
No environment has a privileged role in the
architecture. They act as peers.

The limitations of
traditional replication

DistCp-based solutions

Resource consumption with DistCp

Solutions like Cloudera BDR and Apache Falcon are
simple extensions of the functionality offered by
the DistCp tool. This tool allows users to copy data
from one HDFS directory to another or to specify
an alternative NameNode address to copy data
between clusters. Generally, replication of a particular
folder is only done to one other location, where it
can only be accessed in a read-only mode to avoid
divergence. This is largely due to the complexity
involved in creating rules for multiple folders across
multiple locations and the challenges users face in
understanding the access rules for such folders at
each location. To compensate for this limitation a
“write here, never there” methodology is adopted.

DistCp runs as a MapReduce job. This means it
competes for the same cluster resources that
applications with business SLAs demand. In
addition, YARN (the Hadoop resource manager) will
equally share the available CPU and Memory to all
active MapReduce jobs. This is often overlooked
when evaluating DistCp since clusters used for
simple testing are typically not representative
of behavior with production workloads. When
resources are limited, the intervals during which
you can run DistCp are limited so that it does not
compete with production applications for cluster
resources. This produces two negative side effects.
First, since each cluster operates independently,
replicated folders often become inconsistent
and therefore produce inaccurate results, even
when users follow the “write here, never there”
methodology. Secondly, the RPO (recovery point
objective, or maximum acceptable level of data
loss in the event of an outage) cannot be met.
This means if a regional data center failure occurs,
the disaster recovery site’s cluster will have stale
data that may be hours behind the primary active
site, or for very busy clusters up to a day or more
behind. This limits the usefulness of these clusters,
since they cannot satisfy the SLAs of production
applications in a DR scenario, and they must remain
in a read-only state until the active cluster fails.

Complexity of DistCp with more than two clusters

Making data available in more than one Hadoop
cluster can be very complex. Traditional approaches
rely on either copying files between sites using
DistCp, or ingesting data to more than one cluster
at the same time. Neither approach provides
consistency, as they can result in data becoming
inconsistent between clusters.

Figure 2 depicts a relatively simple collection of
directories across four clusters. It demonstrates
how quickly unidirectional file copying does not
scale, as directories with an orange diamond cannot
be written to. All writes must only occur at their
origin site designated by the green squares. Due
to this complexity most organizations fall back on
a standard primary to secondary unidirectional
replication strategy.
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Figure 1 – Logical view of WANdisco Fusion components with Oracle Big Data implementation
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From a security perspective, DistCp requires direct
communication between all data nodes in all
the clusters that data is copied to and from. This
means communication paths need to be allowed
for all ports used for every data node in every
participating cluster if there is a firewall between
them. This imposes a significant burden on network
security administrators as clusters size grows, and
increases the potential attack surface open to
hackers. In many organizations, this architecture
will not pass a network security audit and will not
be allowed in production.

Figure 2 - The challenge of unidirectional DistCp
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For Hadoop clusters with Kerberos established this
is especially problematic. The user who runs the
DistCp process will need authorization to read and
write data in both the primary and disaster recovery
data centers. This could require serious amendments
in the security architecture of the Hadoop cluster
that are likely to be in violation of organizational
policy, as security can no longer be walled off
between clusters.
Replication for other ecosystem components
In addition to the file system there are other
components of Hadoop that are not replicated with
DistCp. Hive and Impala use the Hive metastore for
SQL on Hadoop to query data using ANSI SQL like
syntax. The data associated with the Hive metastore
must also be replicated in a consistent manner so
that at each location where a Hive query is run, it
produces consistent results based on the state of
the file system, databases and table definitions at
any point in time. Otherwise, Hive queries may fail
or produce inconsistent results due to metastore
or data differences. DistCp is not able to copy Hive
metadata and would require the management of
additional replication techniques. While utilities like
Cloudera BDR aim to obfuscate this, additional
moving parts mean additional management.

Dual ingest solutions
Another approach to cluster replication involves
a strategy commonly referred to as “dual ingest”.
Solutions like load balancers, Flume, and Kafka have
been implemented to support dual ingest, but they
have several fundamental drawbacks.
At their core they require double the amount of
resources to handle the same workload. Whatever
you do on one cluster must be done on all clusters.
Applications that produce or transform data need
to run in both places because data created on
the clusters independent of the load balancer
is not replicated, causing divergence that often
requires manual effort to resolve. This approach
is counterproductive for organizations that want
to simplify maximum availability of important data
and optimize resource utilization, since dual ingest
effectively cuts it in half.
Often, the dual ingest approach should be coupled
with DistCp for a more integrated solution. This
requires significant administrative overhead to insure
data consistency between clusters.

Replication for Oracle BDA and
Oracle BDCS with WANdisco Fusion
WANdisco Fusion game-changing, patented
technology allows Oracle BDA, Oracle BDCS and
other Hadoop clusters running any distribution that
supports the HCFS (Hadoop Compatible File System)
API to coexist with continuous availability and
guaranteed data consistency. Besides supporting
a Maximum Availability Architecture, this means
WANdisco Fusion allows Oracle BDA and BDCS to
be deployed in environments running any mix of
HCFS compatible distributions with a path for full
cluster migration without downtime or data loss
when the organization is ready.
Not all data in Hadoop will be replicated to another
Hadoop cluster. Some organizations will also desire
replication from Hadoop to file systems or cloud
object storage for additional capacity and backup.
This typically requires maintaining and monitoring
another replication utility, or the use of custom tools
to interoperate with other storage environments.
Hadoop vendor tools built on DistCp are limited
in that they can only copy from like-to-like. They
are often restricted to the same distribution and
version. In production environments this can require
unacceptable downtime, while the primary and DR
sites are upgraded.

Thu Sep 15 18:30:04 UTC 2016

WANdisco Fusion provides LIVE DATA, backup
and disaster recovery capabilities with continuous
availability and consistency across any number of
Oracle BDA and Oracle BDCS environments at any
distance apart.
WANdisco Fusion is an Oracle Certified solution
for Oracle Big Data Appliance and BDCS that after
rigorous testing has been shown to significantly
enhance replication, backup and disaster recovery
capabilities while reducing both RTO and RPO.
Active transactional vs active/passive
WANdisco Fusion provides patented technology
that overcomes the limitations of traditional active/
passive techniques. This means that clusters can
be fully utilized in an active architecture without
resorting to eventual consistency. It allows the LANstyle behavior of a single cluster to be preserved
at WAN distance across multiple clusters with
comparable data consistency.
As an example, a user in Cluster A tries creates file
/foo at the same time as a user in cluster B tries to
create a folder called /foo. As in a single cluster, one
user would be allowed to create the file, while the
other will receive an object already exists message.
The joint experience is of a single file system
namespace across the WAN.

hdfs dfs -put foo /user/jon/foo
mkdir: ‘user/jon/foo’: is not a directory

hdfs dfs -put foo /user/jon
success

Figure 4 - Single namespace equivalence across the WAN

Figure 3 - WANdisco Fusion for Oracle BDCS and BDA
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WANdisco Fusion uses a distributed consensus
algorithm that guarantees data consistency across
participating clusters, and is designed to deal with all
failure scenarios that involve network, disk, memory,
or WAN. This architecture provides redundancy such
that if a WANdisco Fusion node fails, operation can
continue without any interruption of cluster operation
or replication between clusters or locations. Upon
recovery WANdisco Fusion resumes where it left off, as
opposed to restarting the entire process. Recovery is
automatic after a WANdisco Fusion cluster falls behind
the others and requires no manual intervention from
an administrator.
Extending and linking your Oracle BDAs with
WANdisco Fusion
When WANdisco Fusion is installed onto a set of
Oracle BDA racks or Oracle BDCS environments,
strong consistency is provided across clusters.
Data is transferred immediately providing low RPO
and high data relevance. Administrative burden is
reduced to monitoring a single interface for intercluster replication.
Use cases – simplified Hadoop data replication
Active migration means no migration window
A common issue when migrating onto a new
platform is confirming that at cutover time all data has
moved and applications are running correctly. Most
commonly, migrations take place over a weekend
and involve a complete cutover so that the cluster
data remains accurate. Once data ingest is redirected
to the new cluster, the old cluster becomes stale.
But what if an error is discovered? You now have to
migrate data back to the old cluster to make it relevant
again. Active migration confirms the data is relevant
in both locations since the old and new clusters
operate in parallel without downtime until migration
is complete, effectively eliminating migration and
upgrade windows. The clusters remain strongly
consistent until the migration team has verified that
all data and applications have moved successfully.
Migration can be done while still replicating to other
clusters and cloud object stores.

7

Whether you are migrating from another vendor
distribution onto Oracle BDA/BDCS, or migrating
from one platform to another, an active migration
eliminates production downtime and 48-hour
weekend cutover constraints, running old and new
environments in parallel for as long as necessary.
Better resource utilization
By having clusters that share data in a consistent
and timely fashion you can isolate resources across
those clusters. You can then avoid the need to
share compute resources, but still keep your data
consistent for new projects, additional capacity
when primary clusters are busy, or to support other
phases of the development lifecycle. Data can be
ingested closest to its source in a local cluster and
analyzed at any target location. Derived data useful
to other clusters is immediately available for use.
Disaster recovery and temporary outages
Your Oracle BDAs operate without data loss by
having alternate locations with the most current
and consistent version of your data during a
disaster recovery scenario. After an outage, when
the primary data center comes back on line,
synchronization is automated with little to no
manual intervention. Again, it is important to note
that both the primary and disaster recovery clusters
are fully readable and writable and kept in sync by
WANdisco Fusion. All hardware is fully utilized and
the “write here, never there” methodology and
constraints it imposes are eliminated.

Deployment architecture
WANdisco Fusion employs a continuous availability
architecture that uses a consensus algorithm
implemented by WANdisco’s patented Distributed
Coordination Engine (DConE). This consensus
algorithm is unique in its ability to operate correctly
across any geographic distance. It can deliver high
throughput with guaranteed data consistency in
the most demanding Hadoop environments. Unlike
DistCp-based solutions, WANdisco Fusion delivers
these capabilities without competing with other
applications for cluster resources.
Copyright © 2018 WANdisco, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Local State
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Streamed file content for other clusters

IHC Server

File system writes

File content reads

Figure 5 - Operations of each Fusion component

In addition, only WANdisco Fusion servers are
required to communicate through firewalls for
remote replication to other data centers. This
eliminates the network security administration
challenge imposed by DistCp solutions that require
ports to be configured for every node in every
participating cluster.
In the WANdisco Fusion UI, directories are selected
and target locations identified for replication.
WANdisco Fusion then works by proxying client
requests on those folders. Read requests are ignored
and take the traditional route while write requests to
replicated folders are coordinated across all clusters
using DConE across all locations to verify strong
consistency of replicated files.
The recommended deployment architecture for
WANdisco Fusion takes advantage of the flexibility of
an active-active model.
WANdisco Fusion server placement on BDA
WANdisco’s standard product documentation gives
guidance on the installation process, but leaves open
the choice of where Fusion components are installed
in a cluster. The Fusion and IHC services need to
operate on edge nodes so that they have access
to both the cluster datanodes and to the network
between clusters. Additionally, the Fusion service
should be placed on a host other than one that
acts as a datanode in order to avoid the overloading
of that datanode with Hadoop’s default block
placement policy favoring the local node.
Copyright © 2018 WANdisco, Inc. All rights reserved.

Collocating the Fusion and IHC services is the default
mode of operation for Fusion, and allows a simple
installation procedure to be followed.
Table 1 – Fusion Node placement for Oracle BDA

Cluster Type

No. Of Fusion Nodes

Location on Rack

Single Rack

Single Fusion Node

Node 2

Single Rack

Two Fusion HA Nodes

Node 2, Node 3

Multiple Racks

Single Fusion Node

Node 2 (Rack 1)

Multiple Racks

Two Fusion HA Nodes

Node 2 (Rack 1),
Node 1 (Rack 2)

Multiple Racks

Three Fusion HA
Nodes

Node 2 (Rack 1),
Node 3 (Rack 1),
Node 1 (Rack 2)

Validated deployment
The following technical validation of Oracle MAA
guidelines has been performed with Accenture. It
incorporates functional and performance testing
to facilitate improved operation of the Oracle BDA
and BDCS environments. These tests covered
applications and categories such as HDFS, Hive,
Impala and HBase. An Oracle (original) BDA full rack
and an Oracle x4-2 BDA starter rack were used.
WANdisco Fusion was configured in
HA mode with two Fusion servers running at
each location.

8

Cluster 1: Oracle BDA
Full Rack (18 nodes)

Cluster 2: Oracle BDA x4-2
Starter Rack (6 nodes)

Network
Infiniband on Rack 40Gbps
(LAN)
1Gbps between clusters
(WAN)

Network
Infiniband on Rack 40Gbps
(LAN)
1Gbps between clusters
(WAN)

Cloudera Version: 5.7
BDA Image: 4.5

Cloudera Version: 5.7
BDA Image: 4.5

Test results
WANdisco Fusion without cluster load:

WANdisco Fusion was capable of completing data
transfer in approximately half the time of DistCp
regardless of the load imposed on the cluster. It
should be noted that cluster load was not extended to
the point that DistCp jobs were starved of execution
slots. Standard cluster configuration may prioritize
DistCp to that level, such that it would fail to complete
execution. WANdisco Fusion operation would be
unaffected by the same standard configuration.

Hardware Specs:
CPU: 2x6 Core Intel Xeon
X5675 (3.1 GHz) per node
Memory: 144GB per node
Storage: 12x3TB per node

Hardware Specs:
CPU: 2x8 Core Intel Xeon E52650 V2 (2.6 GHz) per node
Memory: 128GB per node
Storage: 12x4TB per node

Total time:		

01:37:52

Failover and recovery testing

Job Run Time:

00:24:04

Data Transfer Time:

01:13:48

Tests were performed with and without cluster
load. Cluster load was introduced by executing Hive
read queries throughout the duration of testing,
allowing cluster memory consumption to maintain
approximate 75%, and cluster vCores consumption
to remain at 100%.

Replication

DistCp without cluster load:

The vendor introduced system and network failures
into the test environment to gauge the ability for
WANdisco Fusion to self-heal and cleanly handle
failure scenarios.

Several use cases were performed to demonstrate
the Active Transactional capabilities of WANdisco
Fusion. Over a terabyte of sample data was
introduced using the TeraGen Hadoop examples.

Total time:		

02:43:06

Test results

Job Run Time:

00:23:52

Data Transfer Time:

02:19:54

WANdisco Fusion was able to respond appropriately
in each use case:

Multiple data sets were added into HDFS using
TeraGen to demonstrate bidirectional replication
between the two BDA clusters.

WANdisco Fusion with cluster load:

Additional testing was performed for Hive, Impala
and HBase. These tests proved that a query run at
the starter-rack cluster would have the same results
when run from the full-rack cluster and vice-versa.
Due to the inherent limitations and the nature of
HBase, replication of HBase is supported in an
active/passive mode only which can then be used as
a cold standby for disaster recovery purposes.
The group was able to successfully demonstrate
bidirectional replication between two different Oracle
BDA versions that extended to additional applications
that utilize HDFS for read and write operations.
Test details
The performance of WANdisco Fusion was
evaluated during testing by measuring total test
time, job execution time, and data transfer time. Test
execution consisted of ingest of approximate 1.85TB
of data including HDFS redundancy, ingested from a
database on Oracle Exadata using Sqoop. WANdisco
Fusion replication was initiated during ingest, and
DistCp copy was initiated after ingest as required.
9

Total time:		

01:38:04

Job Run Time:

00:25:17

Data Transfer Time:

01:12:47

DistCp with cluster load:
Total time:		

02:43:39

Job Run Time:

00:25:02

Data Transfer Time:

02:19:37

•

Shutting down one of the WANdisco Fusion
servers resulted in no interruption of
replication services.

•

Stopping cluster services, such as HDFS or
disabling network connectivity would temporarily
halt data replication until those problems were
resolved. Once resolved WANdisco Fusion
demonstrated its ability to automatically
catch up each cluster with any transactions
that they were missing.

Conclusion
WANdisco Fusion provides a comprehensive
approach to ensuring data can be replicated across
multiple Oracle and other Big Data environments,
including Oracle BDA and Oracle BDCS. High
availability is built into the WANdisco Fusion
architecture, and allows continued operation and selfhealing following failure scenarios. Fusion does not
suffer from the limitations of traditional approaches
that leverage DistCp or dual-ingest methods.
When integrated with Oracle Big Data solutions,
WANdisco Fusion delivers enhanced capabilities for
data consistency and replication.

Total job time for 1 TB replication
9835s
2h 43m 39s

2h 43m 6s

7376.25s

4917.5s

1h 38m 4s

1 h 37m 52s

2458.75s

0s

Fusion

DistCp

Fusion (under load) DistCp (under load)
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